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Program Evaluation Findings and Considerations

ABOUT COLLEGE READINESS
ACADEMY (CRA)
Launched in January 2015, CRA offers free-ofcharge college preparatory classes and wraparound navigation (advising) services for
three partner sites in St. Paul, Minnesota:
International Institute of Minnesota, Hubbs
Center, and Neighborhood House. CRA aims
to improve students’ entry, retention, and
completion of college by ensuring that they
are academically prepared, are familiar with
the college system, and have the personal
supports to manage college life.

CRA BY THE NUMBERS
(January 2015 - July 2016)

200
170

students participated in CRA

57

CRA students (29%) enrolled
in college – 54 of whom
accessed 1:1 navigation
support

3.61

students completed or are
currently enrolled in CRA

average 1st Semester GPA

CRA STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

65% female 35% male
89% CRA students born outside US
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
EVALUATION QUESTIONS

• What are the most valuable programmatic
elements of CRA?
• What are each site’s strengths and
challenges and how can they be leveraged?
• What collaboration practices best balance
interests of students, the CRA partnership,
and partners?
• What do college and high school partners
value most about CRA?

Program outcomes
 CRA students feel confident and motivated to go to college (Page 5, Figure 6)

 CRA students feel supported by instructors and navigators (Page 2, Figure 3)
 Navigators are helping CRA students understand the college system and
set personal goals (Page 2, Figure 2)

 1:1 navigation hours have a positive association with higher GPA and
college enrollment (Appendix A, Figure 2)

 Whether related to academic curriculum, navigation support, site

environment, or student recruitment - CRA is creating caring, personalized
engagement with students. The positive outcomes and experiences
reported by CRA students after the first eighteen months of the program
attest to these promising practices.

EVALUATION DATA SOURCES

CRA staff and partners: Phone interviews with
10 CRA staff members and 3 partners from
college, high school, and human services
agency settings.
Current and former CRA students: online
survey sent to all current and former CRA
students. Forty-eight responded (24%
response rate).
CRA program data
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Most valuable elements of CRA
CRA’s academic curriculum supports positive student outcomes
All CRA classes across the three sites teach a consistent set of skills in order
for students to meet academic requirements. In addition, instructors have the
freedom to design and adjust their own curriculum to meet the learning needs
of individual classes, and to introduce content relevant to each class. Ninety
percent of former CRA students surveyed who are currently enrolled in
college report that the reading component of the CRA curriculum has
helped them “a lot” in college and 100% report increased confidence
(see Figure 1).
Recommendations from CRA staff and students to strengthen
curriculum

 Add curriculum content on race, class, and ideology to help students

navigate the unspoken assumptions about race and class that they will
encounter in the college environment

 Update instructional resources to increase sensitivity to a broader
range of cultural backgrounds and to reduce the importance of
American cultural knowledge in order to accurately assess reading
comprehension

 Increase focus on math because only one site currently offers math
instruction, and students are requesting additional math support

 Use consistent entrance testing benchmarks across sites to ensure
all students entering Tier-1 classes are prepared, and offer pre-CRA
class for unprepared students to keep students in the CRA pipeline

CRA’s navigation curriculum supports positive student outcomes

The information and individualized advising provided by navigators, as well
as the supportive relationships that navigators build with students, are
critical to positive student outcomes. One hundred percent of former CRA
students surveyed who are currently in college report that CRA
navigation is helping them “a lot” in understanding how the college
system works (Figure 2). Additionally, the majority of students surveyed—
88% of former students, and 64% of current students—report feeling totally
supported by their CRA navigator (93% of current students feel either totally
supported or a medium amount of support from their navigator, see Figure 3).
Additionally, 1:1 navigation is positively associated with college enrollment
(Appendix A, Figure 2).
Recommendations from CRA staff to strengthen navigation support

 Proactively help students by setting up individual navigator
advising appointments and being available right after class

 Make classroom navigation curriculum on dense topics like

financial aid more interactive by shifting lesson structure from
information delivery to question and discussion format (Figure 4)

 Hire another navigator to increase the number of navigation hours
available for students

Figure 1: Most former CRA students
surveyed feel that CRA navigation is
helping them a lot in college.
This part of CRA is helping me a lot now
that I am in college
Building confidence and/or selfesteem

100%

Reading skills – seeing main ideas

90%

Learning how to do well in the
classroom

88%
83%
83%

Reading skills - understanding
Test taking skills

Figure 2: Most former CRA students
surveyed feel that CRA navigation is
helping them a lot in college.
My navigator is helping me a lot with…
Understanding the
college system

100%
95%

College enrollment
Setting goals

90%

Financial aid

90%

Taking the Accuplacer

84%

Figure 3: Former and current CRA
students surveyed feel totally
supported by their CRA navigator.
I feel totally supported
by my navigator
Current CRA
Students
Former CRA
Students

64%
88%
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Figure 4: Most CRA students need to
understand the complex world of
financial aid in order to enroll in
college
I would not be able to go to
college without financial aid
Current College
Students
Not Yet in
College

80%
68%

Figure 5: Former and current CRA
students surveyed totally need staff
support and other resources in order
to stay in class.
I totally needed this to continue taking
classes

Option of morning
or evening classes
Transportation
help
Childcare
Other supports

Current CRA
Students

Former CRA
Students

21%

38%

21%

0%

18%
32%

6%
43%

CRA staff members’ holistic and personal approach to engaging with
students, and the supports that CRA provide, are critical to positive
student outcomes
Most CRA students are navigating challenges such as food, housing, or
income insecurity. Additionally, 89% of CRA students are new Americans
and some have spent considerable time in refugee camps. As such, many
CRA students are adjusting to a new life/society and experiencing stressors
on multiple levels.

Among former students surveyed, 57% attribute the reason for leaving
the CRA program as having unexpected health, personal, and/or family
problems that required their attention. Maximizing the supports offered
may help some students navigate their challenges to remain in class.

It is vital for CRA instructors, navigators, and other staff to take a personal
approach to working with students, and “meet them where they’re at.” If
students are worrying about where they will sleep that night or a war back
home, they will have a harder time absorbing the lesson’s material.

Several CRA staff members report that they themselves, and other CRA staff
they have observed, successfully create a safe environment in which to
engage students within the context of their current realities and then
connect students with the food, counselling, or other resources that they
need. 1 Thirty-two percent of current CRA students surveyed report that
they “totally need” the additional supports they receive from CRA in
order to stay in classes. CRA students specified that these supports include
a food shelf, help finding a job, and guidance in making decisions. For former
students, 43% reported “totally needing” additional supports (Figure 5).
Recommendations from CRA students to strengthen CRA retention

 Provide access to low-cost bus tickets
 Provide day or evening class options with daycare at all sites1

Communication, collaboration &
sharing
Promising practices can be shared across sites by
navigators, site visits, and meetings
Staff described that good communication between sites
facilitates sharing and adopting promising practices, noting that
since the navigator regularly works at each site, the navigator
role is especially well-suited to communicating helpful ideas to
all CRA staff.

CRA’s on-site supports vary from one site to the next, but include free childcare, mental health counsellors, option of morning
or evening class, and a food shelf. CRA staff also provide referrals to a variety of supports from other organizations.
4
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When asked about the most promising practices that should be considered for replication at the other sites, one practice was
widely discussed by CRA staff, suggesting that it is already well-embedded within the program: the practice of taking a
student-centered rather than program-centered approach. Staff from each site offered examples of how they engage in this
practice, including: creating a sense of belonging and safety in the classroom and at the site; adjusting lessons in-the-moment
to student understanding; and creating experiential-style lessons based on actual needs that emerge in the classroom, such as
how to write an email to an instructor.
Another promising practice being adopted at one site and suggested for replication is to create a new class level with easier
academic benchmarks to serve as a bridge into the current program for students who need additional skills before beginning
college-readiness coursework. Having a bridge-level class may enable more students to participate in CRA.
Additional promising practices suggested for replication by CRA
staff

 Have rolling enrollment to allow students to join a class at any
point in time

 Teach students how to plan their courses to avoid taking
multiple difficult courses simultaneously

 Observing each other’s sites to facilitate learning

 Dedicated discussion of helpful practices in staff meetings

 Increase meetings and information sharing between instructors
and navigators.

Collaboration helped enable fast program start-up, and can be enhanced moving forward
Intensive collaboration among CRA staff began even before the grant funding for the CRA program was secured. This
early work built relationships, contributing to rapid program start-up once the grant was awarded and CRA was
launched. Staff reported that the level of collaboration among the three sites has decreased somewhat since the
program’s launch, and that the CRA program can be strengthened moving forward by re-energizing collaboration among
partners
Recommendations from CRA staff to strengthen collaboration

 Gain input from all three partners before making program decisions
 Rotate sites that host and lead meetings

 Role-specific meetings (separate meetings for administrators and for instructors)
 Use email between meetings to ask for and receive feedback

 Improve processes for referring students between CRA sites to avoid losing students through the referral
process
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Site-specific strengths benefitting CRA
Site-specific strengths reflect the importance of a holistic approach
to student engagement
CRA staff discussed the individual, site-based strengths that enabled each
organization to contribute to successful program outcomes. Although some
site-specific strengths stemmed from foundational characteristics —
Neighborhood House as a multi-service community center, Hubbs Center for
Lifelong Learning as an adult education center, and the International Institute
of Minnesota as a refugee resettlement and New American assistance
organization—staff discussed how the following strengths that their sites
provided could be replicated by their partners:
Replicable site-specific strengths noted by staff

 Trust in the program and comfort at the site to give students

confidence in the education they are receiving, and to help them focus
on learning

 Welcoming physical space to enable students to feel comfortable,
safe, and positive

 Multiple support services available at the site to facilitate students

Figure 6: Former and current CRA
students surveyed feel motivated to
either go or continue in college. They
also feel either total or medium
confidence about doing so.
I am enrolled in college and I feel…
Totally motivated to
continue
Totally confident about
continuing

100%
74%

I am not enrolled in college and I
feel…
Totally motivated to go

64%

Totally confident about
going

36%

receiving the help necessary to meet their life and academic needs

Although the degree to which partner sites
could replicate strengths like providing multiple on-site support services or making major changes in their buildings’ physical
space may vary, some CRA staff noted that these site-specific strengths should be replicable at all sites to some extent. The
focus that CRA staff members place on providing a positive emotional experience for students likely contributes to the positive
emotional outlooks that students report: among former CRA students surveyed who are currently in college, 100% report
that they are totally motivated to continue in college. Of those not currently in college, 64% report being totally
motivated to go to college, and 36% report having a medium amount of motivation (totaling 100%) (Figure 6).

CRA’s primary challenge:
student recruitment

Increase student recruitment by drawing
on partnerships and student engagement
CRA’s primary challenge is increasing student
recruitment to sustain and grow the program,
while delivering its services to students in all
communities that could benefit. Because 95%
of CRA’s students are new Americans, CRA
classes are often perceived as English as a
Second Language classes. This, in turn, makes it
more difficult to recruit from
underrepresented populations. CRA staff and
partners have a number of ideas for strategies
to increase recruitment that reflect CRA’s
strong focus on partnership and student
6

engagement. CRA students also offered recruitment suggestions (Figure 7) that
echoed staff suggestions and the ways in which students themselves first learned
about CRA (Figure 8).
Recommendations from CRA staff and partners to increase recruitment

Figure 7: CRA students offer
recruitment suggestions
Invite students to follow
or like the program’s
social media pages

 Engage current and former CRA students in reaching out to their

communities: students make announcements at their places of worship
or other groups and have a CRA staff person available to answer questions

Encourage CRA alumni to
talk to their families and
friends and refer them to
the program

 Build partnerships with human and social service agencies: CRA staff
reach out to and attend staff meetings at agencies, such as county human
services, to develop relationships and provide program information

 Make curriculum and policies culturally responsive and useful to all
students, regardless of racial, class, or cultural background

Have teachers in other
classes tell their students
about this program

 Offer additional, pre-CRA-level classes at each site that can be a bridge
into CRA

Have booths at public
events to educate people
about what CRA offers

CRA value to college and high school partners
CRA benefits college partners because students enter college wellprepared
CRA students enter college better prepared not only academically; they also have
better skills for thriving in the college system as a result of the navigation
assistance they receive. In addition, because students save money by taking
developmental education classes free-of-charge at CRA, they maximize their
financial resources by paying only for college courses that will count toward their
degree or certificate program, potentially increasing their likelihood of continuing
in college and graduating.

CRA benefits high school partners by inspiring students to continue their
education

One way in which CRA can potentially benefit high school partners is by helping
high schools re-engage with students age 18-21 who have dropped out of high
school. By showing these students a potential pathway from completing high
school/GED to entering college, CRA can help inspire students to continue their
education.
Recommendations from CRA staff to build college and high school
partnerships

 CRA can help increase college retention and graduation rates because
students who do not take developmental education courses in college are
more likely to remain in college

Figure 8: Most CRA students
surveyed first found out about
CRA at Hubbs Center, likely
through other classes
I first found out about CRA
through…
Hubbs Center

42%

International Institute of
Minnesota
A friend

14%

Online
Another class
A teacher
recommendation
Others (community
education booklet, church
workshop, Neighborhood
House, volunteering)

11%
8%
8%
6%
11.2%

 CRA can be a bridge program to help high school graduates keep their
academic skills sharp over the summer before starting college
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Appendix A
Program Data
General Outcomes
•
•
•

200 total participants
57 participants successfully enrolled in college (29% of total)
63 students saved a total of $102,101 by not having to pay for Dev Ed classes

Learning Outcomes (Tier Completion/Movement)
TABLE 1 –Student Status as of August 31, 2016*

Tier

Student Status
Tier 1 - completed or current student

Completed Tier 1-enrolled in college**
TIER 1

TIERS 1 & 2
DROPPED

Percent

105

47.95%

4

1.83%
1.37%

•

4.57%
3.65%

•

12

Completed Tier 1 - college ready

Completed Tier 1 - college ready, enrolled in Tier 2

3

Completed Tier 1 - went to Dev Ed

10

Completed Tier 1 - enrolled in Tier 2

4

Completed Tier 1 - ready for Dev Ed

TIER 2

Frequency

8

5.48%

1.83%

Tier 2 - completed or current student

22

10.05%

Completed Tier 2 - college ready

2

0.91%

Completed Tier 2 - enrolled in college

21

Completed Tier 2 - went to Dev Ed

4

Completed Tier 2 - ready for Dev Ed

1

Completed Tier 1 & 2 and enrolled in college

5

Completed Tier 1 & 2, ready for college

1

Dropped at Tier 2
Dropped at Tier 1

5

Total

12

219

Highlights
•
•

118 students (54%)
completed at least Tier 1
24 students (11%)
completed Tier 2

10 students moved from
Tier 1 straight to college
enrollment

26 students moved from
Tier 2 to college
enrollment

9.59%
1.83%
0.46%
2.28%
0.46%
2.28%
5.48%

100.00%

*Student status is constantly shifting in the CRA program. As such, the status in Table 1 is more situational than categorical.

**The total numbers for college enrolled do not account for Co-Requisite Support students. These are students already enrolled in college prior to entering
CRA, of which there are 7 total.
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FIGURE 1
Highlights
•

Combining the categories
from Table 1 by looking at tier
completion, navigation hours
are even between students
completing Tier 1 and
students Completing Tier 2

1:1 Navigation Hours
FIGURE 2
Highlights
•
•
•

674 Total 1:1 navigation hours
from Spring 2015 to July 2016
120 Students used 1:1 navigation
1:1 Actual college enrollment has a
positive relationship with the
number of navigation hours.

Data for 3 students was missing, which
accounts for differences in total hours
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FIGURE 3

Highlights
•

1:1 navigation hours continually
increased over the course of
program as students needed
help both enrolling and
navigating college

FIGURE 4

Dashed line
indicates
semester enrolled

Explanation of Figure 4
Of the 120 students accessing 1:1 navigation services, 54 enrolled in college. Looking at the trends in 1:1 navigation hours by
season versus season of college enrollment, it appears that 1:1 navigation hours tend to spike just before a student is enrolled.
These trends are highlighted by arrows in the graph. While the relationship between navigation hours and college enrollment
is complex, the data do indicate a higher demand for 1:1 navigation services just prior to college enrollment and an elevated
need for navigation during the first semester of enrollment, which is evidenced by the rising number of 1:1 hours over the
course of the CRA program.
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College Enrollment
FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6
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Money Saved

TABLE 2

Money Saved by CRA Participants
N

Money_Saved

Minimum
63

$1,279

Maximum
$2,557

Sum
$102,101

Mean
$1,620.65
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Appendix B
Interview protocol: CRA staff and external partners (college, high school,
human services agency)
Most valuable programmatic elements of CRA
Curriculum [For navigators and instructors]
• How well or how poorly do you feel the overall academic curriculum supports college readiness in students? Please rate
your opinion on a scale of 1-4 with 1 being very poorly and 4 being very well. Please explain why you gave that rating.
• What individual parts of the academic curriculum do you think best support academic readiness?
• What parts of the curriculum do you think could be strengthened, and in what ways?

Staffing [For all interviewees except external partners]
• In what ways do you feel issues of staffing, such as staff experience, level, preparation, and roles including navigation, and
personal characteristics (e.g., engagement and care, etc.) of staff members, lead to positive CRA outcomes?
• For each item discussed, indicate how poorly or how well that item supports CRA outcomes using a scale of 1-4 with 1
being very poorly and 4 being very well.

Other aspects of CRA [For all interviewees except external partners]
• In what ways do you feel aspects of the CRA model other than curriculum and staffing lead to positive CRA outcomes?
• For each item discussed, indicate how poorly or how well that item supports CRA outcomes using a scale of 1-4 with 1
being very poorly and 4 being very well.

Especially helpful approaches [For all interviewees except external partners]
• Do you do anything at your site – whether related to curriculum or other parts of the program – that you think that other
sites would benefit from doing, as well? (If so, describe.)
• How do these approaches further CRA outcomes?

Recruitment [For all interviewees, questions to be adjusted per group]
• One of CRA’s goals is to increase recruitment from non-immigrant communities of color and immigrant communities.
What recruitment strategies do you think could be used to increase recruitment from these communities?
• Considering current students from these populations, what recruitment strategies do you think worked to bring them into
the program? Could these recruitment strategies be expanded or replicated?
• Where do you see gaps for these communities that are not being met in the program? In other words, what could CRA do
differently to attract more non-immigrant students of color and immigrant students to the program?
Strengths and Challenges

Organization-specific strengths [For all interviewees except external partners]
• What strengths not specific to the CRA program does your site have, and how do they help the CRA program? For example,
onsite child care, good location, etc.
• How could those strengths be replicated at the other CRA sites?

Navigating challenges [For all interviewees except external partners]
• How can members of the CRA partnership learn from each other’s ways of navigating challenges?
• [If not already answered] What could the partnership do differently to improve communication about challenges faced,
working solutions, and lessons learned?
Collaboration

Program management [For all interviewees except external partners]
• What is working well with management of the overall program and equity among members of the CRA partnership?
• What may CRA want to change?
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Partnership [For all interviewees except external partners]
• Members of the CRA partnership have been very successful at starting up CRA quickly and turning plans into reality. What
partnership strategies were used to make this happen?
• What individual strategies at the site level or staff member level were used to support this quick start-up?
• How can these successful practices be sustained moving forward?
CRA value as perceived by colleges and high school partners

[For all interviewees except external partners]
• What value do colleges see CRA providing that the colleges, themselves, are not able to provide? In other words, what do
colleges want CRA to be able to deliver?
• What value do high schools see CRA providing that high schools are not able to provide?
• Do you think that colleges and high schools recognize unique value-adds of CRA, such as navigation support? Why or why
not?

[For external partners]
• Are you familiar with CRA’s programming and the services provided for students, such as wrap-around navigation
support? [summarize program highlights to remind interviewee, if needed]
• What value do you see CRA’s programs and services providing?
• How do you think this value affects your student body and campus?
• What evidence of program success and value should CRA deliver in order to build new partnerships with colleges and high
schools?
• In an ideal world, what would you like CRA to be able to deliver, and how would that affect your student body and
campus?
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Appendix C
Survey: Current and former CRA students

College Readiness Academy Experience Survey
Thank you for your opinions about College Readiness Academy! Your feedback will help us know what is going well
and how we can improve. Your answers on this survey are anonymous (no one will know it was you who gave these
answers). The survey will take about 10 to 15 minutes. This survey is optional: it is okay if you don’t want to take the
survey.
Why did you start at College Readiness Academy? (select all that apply)
 I wanted help getting ready for college (academic skills and/or navigation help).
 I wanted help preparing for a TOEFL or NCLEX test.
 I wanted to build confidence before starting college.
 I wanted to improve my English for reasons other than college (jobs, etc.).
 I wanted to improve my academic skills for reasons other than college (jobs, etc.).
 I wanted the help that I get from my navigator for reasons other than college (housing, food, planning, decision
making, etc.).
 I wanted to save money by not having to take these classes at a college.
Are you currently enrolled in the College Readiness Academy?
 Yes
 No
What is your reason for not continuing to take College Readiness Academy classes?
 I finished the program.
 I left the program before finishing.
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Why did you leave the program (select all that apply)
 I didn’t have enough time for class and/or studying.
 I wasn’t free at class times.
 I wasn’t able to get to class.
 I didn’t have childcare during class time.
 I wasn’t getting what I wanted from the program.
 The class was too hard.
 The class was too easy.
 I decided to not go to college.
 I had unexpected health, personal, and / or family problems that I had to give my attention to.
 Other
Please specify what your reason was for leaving the program.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Where do you take College Readiness Academy classes? (select all that apply)
 International Institute of Minnesota
 Hubbs Center
 Neighborhood House
 Saint Paul College
When do you take classes at Neighborhood House? (check all that apply)
 Morning
 Evening
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How much do these items help you continue taking classes at College Readiness Academy (choose one per row):
I do not need This helps me This helps me I totally need I did not know
this at all to be a little bit to
a medium
this to stay in that this was
in classes. stay in classes. amount to stay
classes.
available.
in classes.





Childcare at College Readiness Academy

Choice between morning or evening class
time











Transportation help from College
Readiness Academy











Other support I receive











Please specify:

_____________________________________________________________________________
__

What other kinds of support would you like from College Readiness Academy?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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How much did these items help you continue taking classes when you were at College Readiness Academy (choose
one per row):
I did not need This helped
This helped
I totally
I did not know
this at all to be me a little bit me a medium needed this to that this was
in classes.
amount to stay stay in classes.
to stay in
available.
classes.
in classes.





Childcare at College Readiness Academy

Option to choose between morning or
evening class time











Transportation help from College
Readiness Academy











Other support I received











Please specify:

_____________________________________________________________________________
__

What other kinds of support would you have liked from College Readiness Academy?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Are you enrolled in college?
 Yes
 No, but I plan to enroll in college in the future.
 No, and I do not plan to attend college in the future.
Did you take reading or writing classes in college before you could start earning credits for college?
 Yes
 No
 I don't know
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How much do the navigators help you (choose one per row):

Help with setting goals

This is not
This is
This is
This is
I did not I wish I had
helping me helping me helping me helping me need this gotten this
at all
a little
a medium
a lot
from College from College
Readiness Readiness
amount
Academy
Academy
but did not







Help with learning how to study













Help with managing time













Help with understanding how the college
system works













Help with college enrollment (testing,
choosing classes, enrolling in classes,
applying for special programs, making
appeals, etc.)













Help with financial aid (filling out FAFSA,
applying for scholarships, filing appeals,
etc.)













Help with basic needs such as housing,
transportation, and medical care













Help with employment













Help with going to the college to take the
Accuplacer
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Help with learning how to use D2L and
setting up college emails













Other help













Please specify:

_____________________________________________________________________________
__

How much do the navigators help you (choose one per row):

Help with setting goals

This is not
This is
This is
This is
I don’t need I wish I
helping me helping me helping me helping me this from
were
at all
a little
a medium
a lot
College getting this
amount
Readiness from College
Academy Readiness
Academy
but am not







Help with learning how to study













Help with managing time













Help with understanding how the college
system works













Help with college enrollment (testing,
choosing classes, enrolling in classes,
applying for special programs, making
appeals, etc.)













Help with financial aid (filling out FAFSA,
applying for scholarships, filing appeals, etc.)
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Help with basic needs such as housing,
transportation, and medical care













Help with employment













Help with going to the college to take the
Accuplacer













Help with learning how to use D2L and setting
up college emails













Other













Please specify:

_____________________________________________________________________________
________________

How much do the following parts of College Readiness Academy help you [now that you are in college] (choose one
per row):
Is not
Is helping
helping me me a little
at all

Is helping
me a
medium
amount

Is helping
me a lot

I did not I wish I had
need this gotten this
from College from College
Readiness Readiness
Academy
Academy
but did not



Writing skills -- paragraph and/or essaywriting









Grammar













Reading skills - seeing main ideas













Reading skills - understanding













Reading speed
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Vocabulary building













Note-taking skills













Problem solving skills













Computer skills













Test taking skills













Learning how to do well in the classroom













Study skills













Exploring jobs and / or careers













Building my confidence and / or selfesteem













Other













Please specify:

_____________________________________________________________________________
__

How much do the following parts of College Readiness Academy help you (choose one per row):
Is not
Is helping
helping me me a little
at all

Writing skills -- paragraph and/or essaywriting





Is helping
me a
medium
amount

Is helping
me a lot





I do not
I wish I
need this
were
from College getting this
Readiness from College
Academy Readiness
Academy
but am not
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Grammar













Reading skills - seeing main ideas













Reading skills - understanding













Reading speed













Vocabulary building













Note-taking skills













Problem solving skills













Computer skills













Test taking skills













Learning how to do well in the classroom













Study skills













Exploring jobs and / or careers













Building my confidence and / or selfesteem













Other













Please specify

_____________________________________________________________________________
__
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Please tell us how much or how little support you felt you received from your College Readiness Academy navigator
and instructor (choose one answer per row):
I did not feel at all
supported by...

I felt a little
supported by...

I felt totally
supported by...



I felt a medium
amount of support
by...


My navigator



My instructor











Please tell us how much or how little support you feel you receive from your College Readiness Academy navigator
and instructor (choose one answer per row):
I do not feel at all
supported by...

I feel a little
supported by…

I feel totally
supported by...



I feel a medium
amount of support
by...


My navigator



My instructor











How important is it for you to have help paying for college?
 I cannot go to college without help paying for it.
 I would like help paying for college, but I can still go without help.
 I do not need help paying for college.
How important will it be for you to have help paying for college?
 I will not be able to go to college without help paying for it.
 I would like to have help paying for college, but I can still go without help.
 I will not need help paying for college.
 I do not plan to go to college.
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Please tell us how motivated or not motivated you feel most of the time about continuing in college. Motivated means
feeling that you want to do something, and that you will do what you need to do to make it happen.
 I feel totally motivated to continue in college.
 I feel a medium amount of motivation to continue in college.
 I feel a little bit of motivation to continue in college.
 I do not feel any motivation to continue in college.
Please tell us how motivated or not motivated you feel most of the time about going to college. Motivated means feeling
that you want to do something, and that you will do what you need to do to make it happen.
 I feel totally motivated to go to college.
 I feel a medium amount of motivation to go to college.
 I feel a little bit of motivation to go to college.
 I do not feel any motivation to go to college.
Please tell us how confident or not confident you feel most of the time about continuing in college. Confident means
believing in your abilities.
 I feel totally confident about continuing in college.
 I feel a medium amount of confidence about continuing college.
 I feel a little bit of confidence about continuing college.
 I do not feel any confidence about continuing college.
Please tell us how confident or not confident you feel most of the time about going to college. Confident means
believing in your abilities.
 I feel totally confident about going to college.
 I feel a medium amount of confidence about going to college.
 I feel a little bit of confidence about going to college.
 I do not feel any confidence about going to college.
How did you first find out about College Readiness Academy?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Think about how you found out about College Readiness Academy and what you know about the program. What can
College Readiness Academy do to get more students?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

What other comments or suggestions do you have for College Readiness Academy?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Thank you very much for your time and help!
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